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This paper presents a wave-based numerical scheme based on a spectral element method,
coupled with an implicit-explicit Runge-Kutta time stepping method, for simulating room
acoustics in the time domain. The scheme has certain features which make it highly attrac-
tive for room acoustic simulations, namely a) its low dispersion and dissipation properties
due to a high-order spatio-temporal discretization, b) a high degree of geometric flexibility,
where adaptive, unstructured meshes with curvilinear mesh elements are supported and c) its
suitability for parallel implementation on modern many-core computer hardware. A method
for modelling locally reacting, frequency dependent impedance boundary conditions within
the scheme is developed, in which the boundary impedance is mapped to a multipole rational
function and formulated in differential form. Various numerical experiments are presented,
which reveal the accuracy and cost-efficiency of the proposed numerical scheme. a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Room acoustic simulations are used in many
fields, for example in building design,1 virtual reality,2

entertainment,3 automotive design,4 music,5 and hear-
ing research.6 Since their inception in the 1960’s,7,8 room
acoustic simulations have primarily been carried out by
means of geometrical acoustics methods,9 such as the
ray tracing method,10 the image source method11 or the
beam tracing method.12 In these methods, several simpli-
fying approximations regarding sound propagation and
reflection are made, which make the computational task
more manageable. These approximations will, however,
deteriorate the accuracy of the simulation because vari-
ous important wave phenomena, such as diffraction, in-
terference, and scattering are not accurately captured.
Wave phenomena will be prominent in rooms where the
room dimensions and sizes of obstacles are compara-
ble to the wavelength of the acoustic wave. Small to
medium sized rooms, and low to mid frequencies, are
here of primary concern.13 However, large rooms can

a)fpin@henninglarsen.com
aA part of the results of this paper was previously presented at
Euronoise 2018 in Creta.

also exhibit wave phenomena, e.g., the seat-dip effect.14

Another problem associated with geometrical acoustics
methods is that they require simplified 3D models, made
up of coarse planar polygons. Fine geometrical details
are typically replaced by assigning scattering coefficients
to planar surfaces and these coefficients are often based
on crude visual inspection.15 Instead of using simplified
3D models, it would be more accurate to model directly
the complex and detailed geometry typically found in ar-
chitectural models.16

Thanks to the continuous advances in computation
power and in scientific computing theory, the wave-
based methods are becoming a viable alternative for room
acoustic simulations. In these methods the governing
physics equations are solved numerically, and they are
therefore, from a physical point of view, more accurate
than their geometrical counterparts, since all wave phe-
nomena is inherently accounted for.17 Wave-based meth-
ods that have been applied to room acoustic simula-
tions include the finite-difference time-domain method
(FDTD),18 the boundary element method (BEM),19 the
linear finite element method (h-FEM),20 the equiva-
lent source method (ESM),21 the finite volume method
(FVM)22 and the pseudospectral time-domain method
(PSTD).23 A major drawback of the wave-based meth-
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ods is the large computational effort needed.24 Various
studies have been carried out to bring down computation
times, e.g., parallel implementations of algorithms utiliz-
ing many-core hardware such as GPU’s,25 hybridization
of different algorithm types,4,26,27 and recently, the usage
of high-order numerical methods, which have the poten-
tial of being cost-efficient,28 has been investigated within
the context of room acoustics.29,30

The primary purpose of this paper is to present a
numerical scheme based on a spectral element method
(SEM),31–33 adapted for time domain room acoustic sim-
ulations, and to assess the suitability of using the SEM
for this task. The SEM is known to be well-suited for
cost-effective simulations of large scale problems over
long simulation times due to a high-order polynomial ba-
sis discretization, which leads to small numerical disper-
sion and dissipation errors.34 Furthermore, the SEM is
capable of operating on unstructured, adaptive meshes
with curvilinear mesh elements, making it highly suit-
able for simulating complex geometries. Finally, the
SEM has also been shown to be well-suited for parallel
computing.35,36 In the scheme presented here, time step-
ping is done by means of an implicit-explicit high-order
Runge-Kutta solver,37 ensuring computational efficiency,
robustness and the maintenance of global high-order ac-
curacy. A method for incorporating locally reacting, fre-
quency dependent impedance boundary conditions in the
scheme is presented.

The SEM has several advantages compared to the
other wave-based methods found in the literature. The
FDTD method and the PSTD method are ill-suited for
dealing with complex geometries.38,39 The FVM over-
comes this drawback of limited geometrical flexibility,22

however, another challenge with the FVM is a flux recon-
struction procedure that, despite recent progress, is not
straightforward to extend to arbitrarily high-order accu-
racy in two and three spatial dimensions.40,41 The BEM
has the benefit of needing only to discretize the bound-
ary surface instead of the domain volume, however, in
the BEM operators are dense. Typically the FEM, which
has sparse operators and where the domain volume is dis-
cretized, is considered faster than BEM unless the volume
to surface area becomes very large.24 In addition, there
are other challenges relating to uniqueness of solutions in
the BEM.42 High-order FEM, typically referred to as the
hp-FEM, is another option.43 The hp-FEM and the SEM
are based on the same underlying theoretical framework
and possess similar properties, while differing in imple-
mentation. The key distinction between the hp-FEM and
the SEM is whether the expansion is modal or nodal. In
hp-FEM the expansion basis is normally modal, i.e., the
basis functions are of increasing order (hierarchical). In
a modal expansion the expansion coefficients do not have
any particular physical meaning. In contrast, in the SEM
the expansion basis is a non-hierarchical Lagrange basis,
which consists of polynomials of arbitrary order, with
support on the element. Importantly, the nodal expan-
sion coefficients are associated with the solution values
at the nodal points, hence these can be interpreted read-

ily. The discontinuous Galerkin finite element method
(DGFEM) is another method which stems from a sim-
ilar theoretical framework as the SEM. Its main draw-
backs relative to the SEM is that it requires more degrees
of freedom, and a flux reconstruction between elements
must be computed. However, it relies only on local weak
formulations defined for elements rather than for the full
domain as in the SEM, which makes it possible to ex-
ploit the resulting locality in parallelization. hp-FEM,
SEM and DGFEM have similar geometric flexibility.44

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, the
governing acoustics equations and the boundary condi-
tion formulation are presented. In Sec. III, the proposed
numerical scheme is described. Certain numerical prop-
erties of the scheme, such as numerical dispersion and
dissipation, and its computational efficiency, are analyzed
in Sec. IV. Section V presents various simulation results,
made using the proposed scheme, and finally some con-
cluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS & BOUNDARY CONDI-

TIONS

Acoustic wave propagation in a lossless medium in
a d dimensional enclosure is governed by the following
system of two coupled linear first-order partial differential
equations,

vt = −1

ρ
∇p,

in Ω× [0, t],

pt = −ρc2∇ · v,
(1)

where p(x, t) is the sound pressure, v(x, t) is the parti-
cle velocity, x is the position in space of the domain Ω,
t is time, ρ is the density of the medium and c is the
speed of sound in air (ρ = 1.2 kg/m3 and c = 343 m/s in
this study). These equations correspond to the linearized
Euler and continuity equation without flow. This system
is exactly equivalent to the more commonly used second
order wave equation.

Sufficient boundary conditions must be supplied with
the system in Eq. (1), and in room acoustics it is nat-
ural to define the boundary conditions in terms of the
complex, frequency dependent surface impedance Z(ω),
which can be estimated from material models or from
measurements.45,46 The pressure and the particle ve-
locity at the boundary are related through the surface
impedance in the frequency domain via

v̂n(ω) =
p̂(ω)

Z(ω)
= p̂(ω)Y (ω), (2)

where ω is the angular frequency, p̂ and v̂n = v̂ · n are
the Fourier transforms of the pressure and particle veloc-
ity at the boundary, respectively, n is the surface normal
unit vector and Y (ω) is the boundary admittance, which
is convenient to use when implementing frequency depen-
dent boundary conditions into the linearized Euler equa-
tions. The boundary admittance can be approximated
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as a rational function on the form

Y (ω) =
a0 + · · ·+ aN (−jω)N

1 + · · ·+ bN (−jω)N
, (3)

which can be rewritten by using partial fraction decom-
position as47

Y (ω) =Y∞ +

Q∑
k=1

Ak
λk − jω

+

S∑
k=1

(
Bk + jCk

αk + jβk − jω
+

Bk − jCk
αk − jβk − jω

)
,

(4)

where Q is the number of real poles λk and S is the num-
ber of complex conjugate pole pairs αk±jβk, used in the
rational function approximation. Y∞, Ak, Bk, Ck are nu-
merical coefficients. Any number of poles can be chosen,
one strategy being to choose enough poles such that the
error in the multipole approximation of the boundary
admittance is below a predefined threshold.

Equation (2) can be transformed to the time domain
by means of an inverse Fourier transform,

vn(t) =

∫ t

−∞
p(t′)y(t− t′) dt′. (5)

Then, by applying an inverse Fourier transform on
Eq. (4) and inserting it into Eq. (5), the expression for
the velocity at the boundary becomes

vn(t) =Y∞p(t) +

Q∑
k=1

Akφk(t)

+

S∑
k=1

2
[
Bkψ

(1)
k (t) + Ckψ

(2)
k (t)

]
,

(6)

where φk, ψ
(1)
k and ψ

(2)
k are so-called accumulators. They

are determined by the following set of ordinary differen-
tial equations

dφk
dt

+ λkφk(t) = p(t),

dψ
(1)
k

dt
+ αkψ

(1)
k (t) + βkψ

(2)
k (t) = p(t),

dψ
(2)
k

dt
+ αkψ

(2)
k (t)− βkψ(1)

k (t) = 0.

(7)

This approach is often called the auxiliary differential
equations (ADE) method in the literature,47–49 and has
the benefit of being computationally efficient, because
solving a small set of linear ODE’s requires only relatively
minor computations. Furthermore, this approach has low
memory requirements because only one time step history
of accumulator values must be stored.

III. NUMERICAL DISCRETIZATION

In this section, a high-order numerical scheme for the
solution of Eq. (1) in two and three spatial dimensions is

derived. High-order methods are methods which have a
global error convergence rate O(hP ) of at least third or-
der (P > 2), where h is the mesh element side length. In
this study, triangular mesh elements are used in 2D, and
hexahedral elements are used in 3D, although elements
of different shapes can be used.

A. Spatial discretization

The domain Ω is partitioned into a set of non-
overlapping elements Ωn, n = 1, . . . , Nel. A set of nodes
is chosen and mapped into each element, making up
a total of K nodes across the mesh and having coor-
dinates xi, i = 1 . . .K. A finite element approxima-
tion space V of globally continuous, piece-wise poly-
nomial functions of degree at most P is introduced,
V = {φ ∈ C0(Ω);∀n ∈ {1, . . . , Nel}, φ(n) ∈ PP }. As
such, the global basis functions φ are defined by patch-
ing together local polynomial nodal basis functions φ(n),
which are defined locally on each element and in this
study taken to be Lagrange polynomials of order P . To
support order P basis functions, each element must con-
tain KP = (P+1)(P+2)/2 nodes in 2D for the triangular
elements and KP = (P + 1)3 nodes in 3D for the hex-
ahedral elements.44 Figure 1 shows an example of a 2D
mesh of a rectangular domain, supporting P = 4 order
basis functions.

0 L
x

0

L
y

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24

FIG. 1. An example of a mesh of a 2D rectangular domain,

using triangular elements and having nodes for supporting

P = 4 basis functions. The mesh is made up of Nel = 24

elements and contains 221 DOF’s (nodes).

The weak formulation of the governing equations,
through the use of the Divergence theorem on the pres-
sure equation in Eq. (1), takes the following form

∫
Ω

vtφ dΩ = −1

ρ

∫
Ω

∇p φ dΩ,∫
Ω

ptφ dΩ = −ρc2
[∫

Γ

φn̂ · v dΓ−
∫

Ω

v · ∇φ dΩ

]
,

(8)

where Γ denotes the boundary of Ω. Now, introduce a
truncated series expansion for the unknown variables v
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and p in Eq. (8)

v(x, t) ≈
K∑
i=1

v̂i(t)Ni(x),

p(x, t) ≈
K∑
i=1

p̂i(t)Ni(x),

(9)

where Ni(x) ∈ V is the set of global finite element basis
functions, possessing the cardinal property Ni(xj) = δij .
Substituting the approximations in Eq. (9) for v and
p into Eq. (8) and choosing φ ∈ {Ni(x)}Ki=1 to define
a nodal Galerkin scheme results in the following semi-
discrete system

Mv′x = −1

ρ
Sxp, Mv′y = −1

ρ
Syp, Mv′z = −1

ρ
Szp,

Mp′ = ρc2
(
STx vx + STy vy + STz vz − vnB

)
,

(10)

where vx, vy, vz represent the x, y, z components of the
particle velocity, vn is computed using Eq. (6) and where
the following global matrices have been introduced

Mij =

∫
Ω

Nj Ni dΩ, Sx,(ij) =

∫
Ω

(Nj)x Ni dΩ,

Sy,(ij) =

∫
Ω

(Nj)y Ni dΩ, Sz,(ij) =

∫
Ω

(Nj)z Ni dΩ,

Bij =

∫
Γ

Nj Ni dΓ,

(11)

where the x, y, z subscripts in the integrals denote dif-
ferentiation. In Eq. (10) M is typically called the mass
matrix and S is called the stiffness matrix. To determine
these matrices, it is convenient to introduce the concept
of a local element matrix.

Due to the nature of the global piece-wise basis func-
tions, the integrals in Eq. (11) are only non-zero when the
nodes i, j belong to the same element.32 This means that
two basis functions Ni and Nj only contribute towards
entries Mij when xi, xj ∈ Ωn, due to the local support
of the basis functions. This leads to the definition of the
local element matrices as

M(n)
ij =

∫
Ωn

N
(n)
i N

(n)
j dΩn,

S(n)
x,(ij) =

∫
Ωn

N
(n)
i (N

(n)
j )x dΩn,

S(n)
y,(ij) =

∫
Ωn

N
(n)
i (N

(n)
j )y dΩn,

S(n)
z,(ij) =

∫
Ωn

N
(n)
i (N

(n)
j )z dΩn,

i, j = 1 . . .KP .

(12)

From the local element matrices, it is possible to assem-
ble the global matrices in Eq. (11) by iterating over the

elements and summing the element contributions relying
on the property of domain decomposition, e.g.

Mij =

∫
Ω

NiNj dΩ =

Nel∑
n=1

∫
Ωn

N
(n)
i N

(n)
j dΩn, (13)

where the integrals may be zero. The element matri-
ces are therefore dense, whereas the global matrices are
sparse.

B. Spatial integration and nodal/modal duality

To compute the element matrices in Eq. (12), it is
convenient to introduce a special element called the ref-
erence element Ωr. In 2D it is a triangle, given by

I2 =
{
r = (r, s)|(r, s) ≥ −1; r + s ≤ 0

}
, (14)

and in 3D it is a hexahedron, given by

I3 =
{
r = (r, s, t)| − 1 ≤ (r, s, t) ≤ 1

}
. (15)

On these elements one can define a hierarchical modal ba-
sis, as opposed to the nodal basis discussed above. This
implies a possible modal/nodal duality in the represen-
tation of the local solutions that can be exploited for
exact integration, relying on the orthogonal properties of
the local modal basis functions without resorting to nu-
merical quadrature rules. When using a modal basis, an
unknown function is represented as

u(r) =

P∑
j=0

ũjψj(r), r ∈ Id, (16)

where ψj are the modal basis functions and the coef-
ficients ũj are weights. On I2 a basis proposed by
Dubiner50 is chosen, where the reference triangle element
is first mapped to a unit square quadrilateral element by
the mapping

T : (r, s)→ (a, b), T (r, s) =

(
2

1 + r

1− s
− 1 , s

)
, (17)

where (a, b) are the coordinates in the quadrilateral
element. This allows for defining a modal basis in
terms of tensor products from the 1D reference ele-
ment I1 = [−1, 1]. The intra-element nodal distribu-
tion of the collocation points r of the 1D reference ele-
ment used in this study is of the Legrende-Gauss-Lobatto
(LGL) kind. Using this nodal distribution avoids Runge’s
phenomenon.44 Now, the 2D modal basis is defined as

ψpq(r, s) = φap(r) φbq(s), (18)

where

φap(r) = P0,0
p (r), φbq(s) =

(
1− s

2

)2

P2p+1,0
q (s), (19)

and where Pα,βp (z) is the p’th order Jacobi polynomial
with parameters α, β. By constructing the basis func-
tions ψpq in this manner, they become orthonormal on
I2.
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On I3, a similar orthonormal modal basis is con-
structed using a tensor product of Jacobi polynomials

ψ(r, s, t) = P0,0
i (r) P0,0

j (s) P0,0
k (t),

i, j, k = 0 . . . P.
(20)

The function values of the nodes û used in the nodal
representation and the weights ũ used in the modal rep-
resentation of u relate to each other through

Vû = ũ, (21)

where V is the generalized Vandermonde matrix with

Vij = ψj(ri), i, j = 1 . . . P + 1. (22)

Utilizing this, the i’th local nodal basis function on the
reference element can be expressed as44

Ni(r) =

P+1∑
n=1

(
VT
)−1

i,n
ψn(r). (23)

Inserting Eq. (23) into the expression defining the ele-
ment mass matrix M on the reference element yields

Mij =

P+1∑
n=1

(
VT
)−1

i,n

(
VT
)−1

j,n
=
(
VVT

)−1
, (24)

using the orthonormality of the chosen modal basis and
thus avoiding the use of numerical quadrature rules. The
connection to the mass matrix in Eq. (12) is defined by
the coordinate mapping between reference element and
any element in the physical space

M(n)
ij =

∫
Ωn

ψi(x)ψj(x) dΩn =

∫
Ωr

J (n)ψi(r)ψj(r) dΩr.

(25)
where J (n) is the Jacobian of the coordinate mapping
ξ : x(n) → r.

Next, write the derivative of the i’th local basis func-
tion as

∂

∂r
Ni(r, s, t) =

P+1∑
n=1

∂

∂r
Ni(rn, sn, tn) Nn(r, s, t). (26)

Inserting the above into the expression defining the ele-
ment stiffness matrix in Eq. (12) one finds that44

Sr =MDr, (27)

where
Dr = VrV−1, (28)

is a differentiation matrix and

Vr,(ij) =
∂

∂r
ψj(ri, si). (29)

The remaining element matrices Ss and St are defined
similarly, and again the Jacobian coordinate mapping is
used to map between the reference element and an arbi-
trary element in the mesh.

C. Time stepping and stability

In order to solve the ODE system in Eq. (10) effi-
ciently, an explicit time stepping method is preferred.51

Explicit time stepping comes with conditional stability,
which sets an upper bound on the time step size ∆t. In
the proposed numerical scheme there are two mechanisms
at play which influence the maximum allowable time step.
Firstly, the usual global Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
condition, where ∆t ≤ C1/max |λi|, where λi represents
the eigenvalues of the spatial discretization,34 and C1

is a constant depending on the size of the stability re-
gion of the time stepping method. Secondly, the stiffness
of the ADE equations (Eq. (7)). For certain boundary
conditions, the ADE equations can become stiff, which
puts an excessively strict restriction on the time step.
This motivates the usage of an implicit-explicit time step-
ping method, where the main SEM semi-discrete system
(Eq. (10)) is integrated explicitly in time, whereas the
ADE’s, which are trivial to solve, are integrated implic-
itly in time. This way, the time step size is dictated
solely by the global CFL condition, not by the boundary
ADE’s.

A six-stage, fourth-order implicit-explicit Runge-
Kutta time stepping method is used. Let F ex(u, t) be
a spatial discretization operator representing the right
hand side of the main semi-discrete system, i.e. ut =
F ex(u, t), which is to be solved explicitly. Similarly, let
F im(w, t) represent the right hand side of the ADE equa-
tions, i.e. wt = F im(w, t), which are to be solved implic-
itly. Intermediate stages are calculated with

Ti = tn + ci∆t,

Ui = un + ∆t

6∑
j=1

aex
ij F

ex(Uj , Tj),

Wi = wn + ∆t

6∑
j=1

aim
ij F

im(Wj , Tj),

(30)

and the next iterative step of the solution is given by

tn+1 = tn + ∆t,

un+1 = un + ∆t

6∑
j=1

bex
ij F

ex(Uj , Tj),

wn+1 = wn + ∆t

6∑
j=1

bimij F
im(Wj , Tj).

(31)

The coefficients aex, aim, bex, bim, c of the Butcher tableau
of the Runge-Kutta method can be found in37.

For the SEM, the eigenvalues λi scale with polyno-
mial order P in the following way34

max |λi| ∼ C2P
2γ , (32)

where γ is the highest order of differentiation in the gov-
erning equations (γ = 1 here) and the constant C2 is
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dependent on the minimum element size in the mesh.
This means that using a very high polynomial order P ,
results only in marginal benefits in cost-efficiency due to
a severe restriction on the time step size.

The temporal step size in 2D used in this work is
given by44

∆t = CCFL min(∆ri) min
rD
c
, (33)

where ∆ri is the grid spacing between the LGL nodes in
the reference 1D element I1 = [−1, 1] and rD = A

s is the
radius of the triangular elements’ inscribed circle, where
s is half the triangle perimeter and A is the area of the tri-
angle. Here, min(∆ri) ∝ 1/P 2 and min rD

c corresponds
the smallest element on the mesh, thus the expression
scales in accordance with the conditional stability crite-
rion described above. The constant CCFL is on the order
of O(1).

In the 3D case, the temporal step size is given by

∆t = CCFL
min (∆x, ∆y, ∆z)

c
, (34)

where ∆x,∆y and ∆z are the grid spacings between
nodes on the mesh in each dimension. Because the intra-
element nodal distribution within each hexahedral ele-
ment is based on LGL nodes, this expression also scales
inversely with basis order P 2 and with element size, thus
scaling proportionally to the stability criterion. Again
the constant CCFL is on the order of O(1).

IV. NUMERICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SCHEME

A. Numerical errors

Numerical errors will arise both due to the spatial
discretization and the temporal discretization. These er-
rors will be a mixture of dispersion errors and dissipation
errors. An error convergence test is presented using a 3D
cube domain of size (1 × 1 × 1)λ, where λ represents
wavelength. The domain has periodic boundaries and is
meshed uniformly with hexahedral elements. The error
is defined as ε = 〈||pa − pSEM||L2

〉. The L2 integration
is carried out numerically, by using the global mass ma-
trix M as an integrator and 〈〉 indicates time averaging,
such that the mean of the L2 error across all time steps
is taken. The analytic solution is given by

pa(x, y, z, t) = sin(2π(x− ct)) + sin(2π(x+ ct))

+ sin(2π(y − ct)) + sin(2π(y + ct))

+ sin(2π(z − ct)) + sin(2π(z + ct)).

(35)

The domain is excited by an initial pressure condition, by
setting t = 0 in the equation above. Mass lumping is used
in the simulation to improve computational efficiency, see
discussion on mass lumping in Sec. IV B. Figure 2a shows
the results of the convergence test for various polynomial
orders P . Here the time step is set to be small enough
(CCFL = 0.01 in Eq. (34)) such that spatial truncation
errors dominate. The results show how fast the numerical

errors decrease for different orders P , as the mesh element
side length h is refined. For a given mesh element size,
it is evident how the high-order basis functions result in
significantly lower numerical errors.

In order to give insights into the effects of the tempo-
ral errors, another convergence test is carried out using a
larger time step, having CCFL = 0.75 in Eq. (34). The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 2b. The global error convergence
is unaffected for basis functions orders up to P = 4, but
for P > 4 a loss of convergence rates is seen, as expected,
since the time stepping method is only fourth-order ac-
curate.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Convergence test for the 3D periodic

domain problem.

The dispersive and dissipative properties of the SEM
for wave problems have been widely studied.52–59 A com-
monly used approach for analyzing these properties in fi-
nite element methods for wave problems uses eigenvalue
analysis. The eigenvalue analysis has been used to prove
that the SEM is non-dissipative for wave problems.53

However, numerical dissipation can be introduced via the
time stepping method which is coupled with the SEM.
The numerical dissipation of the complete scheme can be
quantified by measuring the energy in the system under
rigid boundary conditions, given by

E(t) =

∫
Ω

1

2ρc2
p(t,x)2 +

ρ

2
|v(t,x)|2 dx, (36)
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and a discrete measure of the energy can be computed in
3D by

E(tn) =
1

2ρc2
pTMp

+
ρ

2

(
vTxMvx + vTyMvy + vTzMvz

)
,

(37)

where the sparse global mass matrix M is employed as a
quadrature free integrator. The dissipative properties of
the proposed scheme are tested numerically in Sec. V B.

Using the eigenvalue analysis to analyze the disper-
sive properties of the SEM results in some ambiguity due
to multiple solutions of the eigenvalue problem. A more
complete approach is a so-called multi-modal analysis,
where all of the numerical modes are regarded as relevant
modes of wave propagation, relying on the representation
of the numerical solutions in terms of a weighted combi-
nation of all the various numerical modes.57,60 In this
study, a multi-modal analysis method is devised based
on the 1D advection equation, which is representative of
the single modes in the Euler equations,

ut + cux = 0. (38)

Exact solutions of the 1D advection equation can be
stated on the general form

u(x, t) = f(kx− ωt) = f((ω/c)x− ωt), (39)

where f(s) is any smooth function describing the initial
condition waveform. Thus the initial condition takes the
form

u0 = u(x, 0) = f((ω/c)x). (40)

By assuming a solution ansatz f(s) = ejs for a single
wave, the exact solution after N time steps will have
a phase shift corresponding to e−ωN∆t. Knowing this,
a relation between the numerical solution at time step
N , uN , and the initial condition u0 can be established
through

u0 = uNe−ω̂N∆t, (41)

where ω̂ is the numerical frequency, which will differ from
the exact frequency ω due to the dispersion of the numer-
ical scheme. This non-linear equation can be solved nu-
merically for ω̂, and in this study a Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm is used for this task. By comparing the nu-
merical frequency against the exact one, the dispersion
relationship can be established since cd/c = ŵ/w, where
cd is the numerical wave speed. This analysis comes
with the advantage that any numerical simulator that
solves the problem to evaluate uN can be used and in
this way all dispersive properties, spatial and temporal,
of the given numerical scheme are taken into account.
Figure 3 shows a resulting dispersion relation, for a given
spatio-temporal resolution. Clearly, the high-order dis-
cretization results in reduced dispersion errors. In 3D,
fundamentally the same dispersion behavior will occur
as in 1D, although here the dispersion relations will be
dependent on the wave propagation direction.59
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c d
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Numerical dispersion relations in 1D

by means of a multi-modal analysis. h = 0.1, ∆t = 0.05 and

c = 1.

B. Computational work effort & mass lumping

As has been shown above, the usage of high-order
basis functions results in lower numerical errors for a
given mesh resolution, meaning that coarser spatial reso-
lutions can be employed in simulations, thereby reducing
computational cost significantly. However, when using
explicit time stepping, the temporal step size must be
made smaller when using high-order basis functions, as
described in Sec. III C. This counterbalances the bene-
fits of the coarser spatial mesh to a degree. The relevant
question then becomes: for a given problem, which order
of basis functions results in the most cost-effective simu-
lation? The optimal order will primarily depend on the
desired numerical accuracy, the simulation time (room
impulse response length) and the highest frequency of
interest.28

A simple measure, which can give an indication of
the computational cost, is applied in this study. The
cost is defined as

WP = Ntimestep ·NDOF,3D. (42)

This model assumes serial computations and does not
consider details, such as matrix operator densities, com-
puter architecture, and implementation details. The
NDOF,3D is evaluated from 1D numerical experiments, in
which a 1D periodic domain of length 8λ, a lumped mass
matrix and a time step size ∆t = 3

4
min ∆x

c are employed,
under the assumption that the same spatial resolution is
needed in 1D as in the axial directions in 3D. This way,
NDOF,3D = N3

DOF,1D.
Figure 4 shows the estimated relative computational

cost required by the different orders to propagate a wave
in a 3D periodic domain with ε = 2% numerical accu-
racy, as a function of the simulation time, measured in
wave periods Nw. The choice of ε = 2% is ascribed to
the audibility threshold for dispersion error.61 The num-
ber of wave periods Nw in a periodic domain can be re-
lated to the impulse response length tIR and the highest
frequency of interest fh through Nw = fhtIR. The fig-
ure highlights a number of important properties of the
scheme. For P = 1, which corresponds to the classic lin-
ear h-FEM, the computational cost is vastly larger com-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Predicted relative computational cost

required to propagate a 3D wave on a periodic cube domain

while maintaining an error tolerance ε = 0.02.

pared to the other basis function orders. As the basis
order P is increased, the efficiency improvement follows
a trend of diminishing returns. Furthermore, the ben-
efits of using high-order basis functions increases with
simulation time. Comparing the computational cost for
this particular test case for the P > 1 cases against the
P = 1 case, shows that speed-up factors in the range of
104 to 109 can be expected, depending on which value of
P is used and what simulation time is used. Comparing
P > 2 against P = 2 shows speed-up factors in the range
of 20 to 1000. However, it should be emphasised that
this is based on a simplified measure of the computa-
tional cost and in reality other factors besides the spatial
resolution and the number of time steps taken, e.g., those
mentioned above, will influence the cost as well.

Mass lumping can be used to improve the efficiency
of the scheme.62 The global mass matrix M is made diag-
onal, rendering matrix multiplication trivial. Mass lump-
ing will reduce accuracy slightly, but global convergence
rates are maintained.63 The SEM, when used in conjunc-
tion with quadrilateral elements in 2D and hexahedral
elements in 3D, allows for the usage of mass lumping
techniques in a straightforward way, namely

Mii = diag
∑
j

Mij . (43)

Applying mass lumping for meshes based on triangular
elements in 2D and on tetrahedrons in 3D is more chal-
lenging, although one can take inspiration from previous
studies.64 In this study mass lumping is employed for
all 3D simulations, whereas all 2D simulations are done
without the use of mass lumping.

A simple test case is presented to demonstrate the
trade-offs in accuracy and efficiency when using mass
lumping. In this test case, P = 4. Table I shows a com-
parison of numerical errors ε and measured CPU times
when simulating 100 wave periods on the 3D periodic
domain. The CPU times are measured using a sequen-
tial, non-optimized, proof-of-concept implementation of
the numerical scheme on an Intel Xeon E5-2650v4 CPU.

The results show that the numerical error is slightly
increased when mass lumping is used. The computation

Nel per dim. / DOF εNon-ML tNon-ML εML tML

2 / 512 0.1065 17 s 0.2815 9 s

3 / 1728 0.0217 269 s 0.0283 56 s

4 / 4096 0.0070 1617 s 0.0077 192 s

5 / 8000 0.0029 7314 s 0.0030 579 s

TABLE I. Numerical error ε and CPU times t with and with-

out mass lumping, for P = 4 while simulating 100 wave peri-

ods on a periodic 3D cube domain.

time, however, is significantly shorter when using mass
lumping. It becomes more beneficial to use mass lump-
ing on larger problems. In another test case where an
error bound of ε = 1% is used, simulating 100 wave pe-
riods with four mesh elements in each spatial dimension,
the ML version is about 8 times faster than the non-ML
version.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. 2D circular domain

Consider a 2D circular domain with radius a = 0.5
m, centered at (0, 0) m and having perfectly rigid bound-
aries. This test case is chosen to illustrate the geometric
flexibility of the SEM. The impulse response of a given
source-receiver pair is simulated for two cases, one us-
ing typical straight-sided triangular mesh elements, and
the other where the boundary elements have been trans-
formed to be curvilinear. Figure 5 shows the straight-
sided mesh. When using straight-sided mesh elements,
as is typically done in FEM simulations, a curved do-
main boundary will be poorly represented unless an ex-
tremely fine mesh is used, which leads to an undesirably
high computational cost. The main benefit of using high-
order numerical schemes is the ability to use a coarser
mesh with large mesh elements, without a reduction in
accuracy. By utilizing curvilinear mesh elements, it be-
comes possible to use large mesh elements with high basis
orders, while at the same time capturing important geo-
metrical details.

In both cases P = 4 basis functions are used and a
relatively fine spatial resolution is employed, roughly 9
points per wavelength (PPW) for the highest frequency
of interest (1 kHz). This means that only minimal dis-
persion should occur. The initial condition is a Gaus-
sian pulse with spatial variance σ = 0.05 m2, the simula-
tion time is 3 s and the time step size is computed using
Eq. (33) with CCFL = 0.75.

Figure 6 shows the simulated frequency responses,
obtained via Fourier transforms of the simulated impulse
responses. The curvilinear approach results in a better
prediction of the analytic modes.66 For the straight-sided
elements case, there is an apparent mistuning of the sim-
ulated modal frequencies, and this mistuning increases
with frequency. Figure 7 shows the difference in modal
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Mesh of the 2D circular domain,

made using distmesh.65 The mesh consists of 60 elements, 521

DOF’s. The circumference error for the straight-sided mesh is

0.41% and the interior surface area error is 1.64%. The source

location is shown with a red cross ((sx, sy) = (0.3, 0.1)) and

the receiver location is shown with a black star ((rx, ry) =

(−0.2,−0.1)).

frequencies when comparing simulated versus analytic
modal frequencies.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Simulated frequency responses in the

2D circular domain, with and without curvilinear boundary

elements. Analytic modes are dashed vertical lines, calculated

using Green’s function.66

B. 3D cube room with rigid boundaries

Consider now a 3D 1 × 1 × 1 m cube shaped room
with perfectly rigid boundaries. The rigid cube is a test
case of interest because an analytic solution exists, which
simulations can be compared against.67 The room im-
pulse response is simulated for a given source-receiver
pair using basis orders P = 1, 2, 4, 6. In all cases the
spatial resolution is made to be the same, i.e., the num-
ber of DOF’s on the mesh are fixed to 15,625, such that
Nel = 24, 12, 6, 4 per dimension, in a uniform hexahedral
mesh, for P = 1, 2, 4, 6, respectively. The spatial reso-
lution in all cases corresponds to roughly 8.6 PPW at
1 kHz. The initial condition is a Gaussian pulse with
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Error in simulated modal frequencies

for the 2D cirular domain case.

spatial variance σ = 0.2 m2, the simulation time is 3
s and the time step size is determined using Eq. (34)
with CCFL = 0.2. The simulated frequency responses are
shown in Fig. 8. The figure shows how the usage of high-
order polynomial basis functions results in a closer match
to the analytic solution, for the given fixed spatial res-
olution. As the polynomial order is increased, the valid
frequency range of the simulation is effectively extended.
The numerical error manifests itself both via mistunings
of the exact modes due to dispersion, mismatch of modal
frequency amplitudes and as noise in the valleys between
modal frequencies.

The dispersion error is analyzed further in Fig. 9,
where the numerical modal frequencies are compared
against the analytic modal frequencies. The difference is
constant and smaller than 0.4 Hz for the first 35 modes
for P = 4 and P = 6, but increases fast with frequency
for P = 1, being 0.7 Hz for the 1st mode to 39.0 Hz for
the 15th mode. The numerical dissipation in the scheme
for this test case, calculated using Eq. (37), is shown in
Fig. 10. The dissipation is found to be very low, less than
0.03% in all cases.

C. Single 3D reflection from an impedance boundary

In order to assess how accurately the proposed
scheme represents locally reacting, frequency dependent
impedance boundary conditions, a single reflection of a
spherical wave hitting such a boundary is studied. For
this case, an analytic solution exists.68 The wave reflec-
tion is studied under two different boundary conditions.
In both cases the boundary is modelled as a porous ma-
terial having flow resistivity of σmat = 10000 Nsm−4, but
having thickness of either dmat = 0.02 m or dmat = 0.05
m. The surface impedance of these materials are esti-
mated using Miki’s model46 and mapped to a six pole
rational function using a vector fitting algorithm.69 Fig-
ure 11 shows the surface admittance of these two mate-
rials and the resulting rational function approximation.
Using six poles is sufficient to perfectly capture the real
and imaginary part of the admittance curves. Figure
12 shows the corresponding absorption coefficients of the
two materials.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Simulated frequency responses of a cube shaped room with rigid boundaries for basis orders P = 1, 2, 4, 6,

while using a fixed spatial resolution (15,625 DOF’s). The analytic solution is the dashed curve. The source location is
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dB to aid visibility.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Error in simulated modal frequencies

for the cube shaped room with rigid boundaries case.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Numerical dissipation for the cube

shaped room with rigid boundaries case.

A large 3D domain is used for the simulation and the
resulting impulse response is windowed such that no par-
asitic reflections from other surfaces influence the sim-
ulated response. The source is located 2 m from the
impedance boundary and the receiver is located 1 m from
the boundary, at the midpoint between the source and
the boundary. A basis order of P = 4 is used and a high
spatial resolution is employed, roughly 14 PPW at 1 kHz,
ensuring minimal numerical errors in the frequency range
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Rational function fitting of the normal

incidence admittance of the two porous materials used in the

single reflection test case.

of interest. The initial condition is again a Gaussian pulse
spatial variance σ = 0.2 m2.

The resulting complex pressure is shown in the fre-
quency domain in Fig. 13. The simulated pressure
matches the analytic solution perfectly, both in terms
of amplitude and phase, for both boundary condition
tested, thus illustrating the high precision of the im-
plementation of locally reacting, frequency dependent
boundary conditions in the numerical scheme.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Simulated complex pressure of a sin-

gle reflection from a locally reacting, frequency dependent

impedance boundary, compared with the analytic solution.

D. 3D room with frequency dependent boundary conditions

As a final test case, an impulse response in the 1 ×
1× 1 m cube shaped room is simulated under frequency
dependent boundary conditions, where the ceiling of the
room is made to be covered with a porous material. The
same two materials considered in Sec. V C are used again
in this test case. The basis order used in the simulation
is P = 4, the source and receiver positions, the initial
condition and CCFL are the same as in the tests in Fig. 8,
but the spatial resolution has been increased to Nel =
10 elements per dimension, corresponding to roughly 14
PPW at 1 kHz.

The resulting frequency responses are shown in
Fig. 14. The figure shows how, in the presence of the
porous material, the modal frequency peaks have both

decreased in amplitude due to sound absorption at the
boundary, and shifted in frequency due to a phase shift
at the boundary, when compared to the perfectly rigid
boundary case. The frequency dependent behavior of
the porous material is evident in the frequency response.
At lower frequencies the modal peaks are less damp-
ened compared to the higher frequencies, and clearly the
dmat = 0.05 m material adds more damping than the
dmat = 0.02 m material.
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Simulated frequency responses of a

cube shaped room, with five rigid surfaces and the ceiling

covered with a porous material. The case where all surfaces

are rigid is also shown. Basis order P = 4 is used in the

simulation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, a time domain numerical scheme
adapted for room acoustic simulations, based on a spec-
tral element method in space and an implicit-explicit
Runge-Kutta method in time, has been developed and
evaluated. The main benefits of this scheme are its high-
order accuracy, combined with its geometrical flexibil-
ity, allowing for accurate and cost-effective room acoustic
simulations of complex geometries.

The results presented in this study show that there is
a significant improvement in cost-efficiency and accuracy
when high-order basis functions are used. This has been
shown both via a multi-modal, spatio-temporal disper-
sion analysis and via various three dimensional numeri-
cal experiments. Furthermore, it has been shown how the
high geometric flexibility of the SEM makes it possible to
simulate domains with curved geometries with very high
accuracy. Errors in estimating modal frequencies due
to poor representation of curved geometries when using
straight-sided mesh elements are effectively mitigated by
using curvilinear boundary elements.

The presented method for representing locally re-
acting, frequency dependent impedance boundary con-
ditions is found to be highly accurate, with an excellent
match seen between analytic solutions and simulations,
in the case of a normal incidence spherical wave being re-
flected from a impedance boundary. The solution of the
boundary ADE’s comes with minimal additional compu-
tational cost and is carried out implicitly, thus the solu-
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tion of these equations has no influence over the stability
conditions of the scheme.

The fact that room acoustic simulations involve
broad frequency ranges, tight error tolerances, long sim-
ulation times and large, complex 3D domains, makes the
proposed scheme particularly suitable where high preci-
sion is important. As the simulation time gets longer,
the frequency range gets broader and the desired accu-
racy gets higher, the benefits of using high-order methods
relative to low-order methods become greater.
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